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Introduction

The continuous addition of new electronic equipment in automobiles over the years has
caused engineers to rethink how this equipment is integrated into the vehicle. One key solution
has been the incorporation of networking that lets the various components and systems
communicate as needed.

In−Vehicle Networks (IVNs) have greatly improved automotive system performance but has
added more complexity. Automotive engineers are finding IVNs a necessity rather than
a convenience.

What are the important design considerations in implementing IVNs?

The usual factors such as cost, robustness, and reliability are still important. But the main
factor may be the choice of networking technologies. Get familiar with the multiple options so
you can match the network standard to the application.

What are the electrical/ electronic domains in most modern vehicles?

There are three main electrical/electronic domains in the typical vehicle. These are power
train (engine, transmission), chassis (suspension, steering), and body (doors, lighting, etc.).
Several electronic control units (ECUs) are associated with each. These microcontroller−based
ECUs are networked within their domain and often internetworked with other domains, as
necessary. A fourth domain is the infotainment system that consists of the radios, smartphone
interfaces, media players, telematics, GPS, and navigation. The infotainment system also
features a large color LCD screen and a multi−speaker audio system.

What are the networks of choice used in automotive applications?

IVN is the interconnectivity between the various sensors, actuators, controllers, and
subsystems in an automobile. But there are a variety of ways to achieve that interconnectivity
based upon what is being monitored or controlled. The most widely used networks today are
Controller Area Network−Flexible Data rate (CAN−FD), Local Interconnection Network (LIN),
and FlexRay. A new version of Ethernet is also being adopted.
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What are some of the details about CAN−FD?

CAN−FD has evolved from CAN. It has a differential twisted pair bus that works at a data rate
of 1 Mbits at a range up to 40 meters in vehicle subsystems including ECUs for power train,
chassis, and body. CAN−FD standard indicates that CAN−FD can achieve a data rate of 2 to
5 megabits per second (Mbps). The speed depends on the application and the specific IC
transceiver. A peak data rate of 8 Mbps is said to be achievable. Some ICs offer an upgraded
version called CAN−FD Signal Improvement Circuits (SIC), with rates running up to 8 Mbps. An
even newer version is CAN−XL that operates at 10 Mbps. CAN−XL is still in development but
has great potential in IVN applications.

Can you tell me more about LIN?

LIN is a simple single wire bus that works with a low data rate (<19.2 kilobits per second) and
a master−slave protocol. It is used primarily to control and monitor windows, door switches, door
locks, seats, mirrors, HVAC motors, engine cooling fans, rain sensors, interior lighting, wipers,
and a mix of climate and other controls.

What’s the story on FlexRay?

FlexRay is used primarily for critical vehicle functions like steering, braking, and suspension.
FlexRay’s real features are its data rate at 10 Mbps and its deterministic characteristic. FlexRay
continues its presence in vehicles but is declining in use as some of the other IVN standards
get more competitive, like CAN−XL and Ethernet.

Can you elaborate on the use of Ethernet in IVNs?

A special automotive Ethernet was developed a while back. Called IEEE 802.3bw, or
100BASE−T1, it delivers a data rate of 100 Mbps. Compared to CAN−FD—with its data rate
between 2 to 5 Mbps—there was a huge gap in cost and performance between them.

However, a 10 Mbps Ethernet variant has been created that seems to be the sweet spot in
current vehicles. Called 10BASE−T1S, also known as IEEE 802.3cg, this standard was
developed as a lower cost alternative that can counterpart and compete with CAN−XL and
FlexRay. It uses a single unshielded twisted pair with a reach up to 15 meters.

This single lightweight differential pair is connected to the equipment with capacitors. The data
rate is 10 Mbps, and multiple options are available. Every 10BASE−T1S PHY supports
half−duplex peer−to−peer (P2P) communication. In addition, PHY may also support full−duplex
P2P or a multidrop configuration. Using multidrop, more PHYs are connected to the same link
composed of one unshielded twisted pair of cables. This type of configuration together with new
Physical Layer Collision Avoidance (PLCA) that is formally a part of the 10BASE−T1S protocol
allows the IVN to effectively share the communication bandwidth among all connected nodes
with guaranteed transmit opportunity and no collisions, thereby providing a more deterministic
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capability. The useful Power over Ethernet (PoE) feature is also possible with 10BASE−T1S.
This standard supports all required electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) guidelines that must
be met by the auto manufacturers.

Figure 1. 

Can Ethernet eventually replace all of the other networks?

We shall see. Ethernet is already well−known. It offers better pricing compared to other
solutions and is easier to set up than FlexRay. 10BASE−T1S also connects lower bandwidth
applications to the Ethernet world.

Does onsemi have products supporting these IVN applications?

onsemi offers transceivers for CAN−FD, LIN, and FlexRay. Devices supporting 10BASE T1S
are in development and should be available later in the year.

How is the ongoing chip integration and system on silicon affecting IVN?

Increased integration of circuits cuts the number of components in a system. This reduces the
number of ICs used to make a product, so the product can be smaller and much lower in cost.
The end result is usually less power consumption and greater efficiency. That is essentially what
onsemi has done with its system basis chips (SBCs).

What are SBCs?

SBCs are ICs that offer a mix of circuits that support CAN and LIN applications. They integrate
a variety of functions that are found in ECUs. Some include CAN or LIN transceivers. Some
incorporate application−dedicated circuits, like bus transceivers, switches, and LDOs or other
regulators. They implement various power−saving modes like standby and sleep as well as
other features such as wake−up and watchdog timers.
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The control of the SBCs is carried out by an external MCU and dedicated interface like the
serial peripheral interface (SPI). SBCs reduce product size, complexity, and cost and greatly
improve reliability.

What physical requirements associated with IVNs should designers be
aware of?

All networking equipment must be extremely robust physically and made to automotive
standards that ultimately ensure reliability. A real concern of designers today is the increasing
number of networks and the growing size of wiring harnesses that provide the interconnections.
The added weight is detrimental to auto performance and economy, so every attempt is made
to minimize network weight. The use of the 10BASE−T1S and its topology options makes it
possible to eliminate gateways within the vehicle, thereby keeping wiring simple and wiring
harnesses smaller, lighter, and less expensive.

In addition, do not forget about electromagnetic interference (EMI). With so much electrical
and electronic gear trapped in a small space, automobiles are massive generators of EMI.
Designing IVNs must include minimizing EMI generation from new equipment as well as
ensuring any new equipment or networks are protected from EMI or will operate properly within
a hostile EMI environment. New designs must generally comply with a variety of EMI standards.

How do I prepare for designing IVNs?

Besides studying the available networks for features and benefits, look ahead to track the
status of each standard and to potentially prepare for new ones or updated standards. In
addition, you should find a semiconductor vendor with a wide range of automotive products,
solutions, and support capability. onsemi is such a company that offers a huge inventory of
relevant ICs, discrete components, reference designs, and support tools and services.
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